Vowel formant discrimination for high-fidelity speech.
The goal of this study was to establish the ability of normal-hearing listeners to discriminate formant frequency in vowels in everyday speech. Vowel formant discrimination in syllables, phrases, and sentences was measured for high-fidelity (nearly natural) speech synthesized by STRAIGHT [Kawahara et al., Speech Commun. 27, 187-207 (1999)]. Thresholds were measured for changes in F1 and F2 for the vowels /I, epsilon, ae, lambda/ in /bVd/ syllables. Experimental factors manipulated included phonetic context (syllables, phrases, and sentences), sentence discrimination with the addition of an identification task, and word position. Results showed that neither longer phonetic context nor the addition of the identification task significantly affected thresholds, while thresholds for word final position showed significantly better performance than for either initial or middle position in sentences. Results suggest that an average of 0.37 barks is required for normal-hearing listeners to discriminate vowel formants in modest length sentences, elevated by 84% compared to isolated vowels. Vowel formant discrimination in several phonetic contexts was slightly elevated for STRAIGHT-synthesized speech compared to formant-synthesized speech stimuli reported in the study by Kewley-Port and Zheng [J. Acoust. Soc. Am. 106, 2945-2958 (1999)]. These elevated thresholds appeared related to greater spectral-temporal variability for high-fidelity speech produced by STRAIGHT than for formant-synthesized speech.